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I am writing to try to express the utter horror, concern, anger and foreboding that I feel 
as the local plans for the future of South Warrington, my home, unfold. 

I have in the past 6 months watched with a heav heart as new build roperties have 
sprung up from previously green fields South 
Warrington is already full ! How do I know this, I queue to get on to the A49, I queue to 
get in to Stockton Heath, I queue to get on to the M56 and off again .. .. I cannot for love 
nor money get a Doctor's appointment and have had to fight for a place in a school that 
I was happy for my children to attend. And this is all before the eruption of thousands of 
more houses, bringing thousands more cars bringing thousands more people trying to 
be seen by an overwhelmed Medical Centre and schools .. . 

The Infrastructure is completely inadequate and there are no solutions to this problem 
on the plans ..... . ( As a side thought) there are very serious issues with the bridges that 
cross the Manchester ship canal, it would appear that no one is able to flex enough 
muscle to even get a paint job/maintenance for a community that relays heavily on 
these road ways, so how are we to believe that the council will have enough gumption 
to fix the huge infrastructure failures that await us with this mass of housing and god 
forbid the overwhelming commercial premises near Appleton Thorn / Grappenhall 

Pollution, Air Quality, Environmental Damage is way too high already, the Physical and 
Mental Health of the people that live in South Warrington is going to take a huge dive 
..... Asthma's, Cancer, Depression, Anxiety, Respiratory illness, Who's 
accountable???? Who's making the decisions to reduce the quality of our lives by 
destroying our community, taking our green belt, filing the air with even more toxins 
(Warrington already has the worst record in the country for dangerous micron 
emissions) As part of my Job role I write Policies and Procedures to protect the 
Environment and to protect people's health and safety, the bottom line is always DO 
NOT do it if damage will happen, the plans for South Warrington suggest a complete 
reckless and cavalier attitude 

Having read what information is available to me I believe the plans are based on old 
data and ambitious assumptions, that the destruction of communities and health will be 
the price to pay with little concern for the people who live here now 
We will have unrelenting traffic and pollution with grossly underfunded infrastructure 
projects therefore the plan has to be undeliverable 
Violation of Green Belt which is totally undefendable 
And as ever the voice of the people steamrollered 

OVERALL BOTH THE LP-PSV AND L TP4 ARE UNSOUND AND UNDELIVERABLE 




